In a virtual memory system using demand paging, the page fault rate of a process varies with the number of memory frames allocated to the process. When an increase in the number of frames allocated leads to an increase in the number of page faults, Belady's anomaly is said to occur. In this study we used computer simulation to examine four conditions that affect the incidence of Belady's anomaly: (1) page replacement algorithm (FIFO vs. Random Page), (2) process size, (3) reference string length, and (4) memory frames allocated to the process.
Introduction
Most Computer Science textbooks introduce concepts that are not fully explained or understood. Operating System textbooks often give a brief example of a phenomenon called Belady's anomaly and mention situations where Belady's anomaly does not occur. Rarely do they discuss conditions where anomalies are likely to occur or explain why they occur.
Belady's anomaly arises in some algorithms that implement virtual memory. Virtual memory is a service provided by an operating system that allows programs larger than physical memory to execute. In a virtual memory system, processes are divided into fixed-size pages. Whenever a page is needed by a process, a page fault occurs, and the required page is loaded into memory. If all memory frames have been allocated, a page in memory must be replaced each time a new page is requested. This is referred to as demand-paging. The choice of which page to replace is specified by a page replacement algorithm.
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The page fault rate of a process varies with the number of memory frames allocated to the process. Having more available memory usually leads to fewer page faults. However, when an increase in the number of frames allocated leads to an increase in the number of page faults, Belady's anomaly is said to occur (Belady, 1966; Belady, Nelson, & Shedler, 1969) . It is known that the occurrence rate for Belady's anomaly depends on which page replacement algorithm is implemented. Examples of Belady's anomaly for the FIFO page replacement algorithm are presented many Operating Systems textbooks (Deitel & Choffnes, 2004; Dhamdhere, 2008; Schlesinger & Garrido, 2007; Silberschatz, Galvin, & Gagne, 2004; Stuart, 2008) . On the other hand, Belady's anomaly cannot occur when the page replacement algorithm is a stack algorithm (Mattson, Gecsei, Slutz, & Traiger, 1970) .
The use of the word anomaly suggests that a phenomenon is "unusual" or "unexpected (MerriamWebster, 2009) . In this study, we demonstrate that Belady's anomaly occurs frequently under various system conditions. Future research will explain why the phenomenon occurs so often. Our research is not intended to change how virtual memory is implemented in current operating systems. Instead, the main goal is to improve our understanding of how demand-paging and Belady's anomaly behave. This research provides an additional educational benefit in the form of interesting programming projects for Operating Systems courses. In Computer Science, a substantial part of learning occurs during the process of designing, writing, and testing software (Knuth, 2008; McMaster, Anderson, & Rague 2007) .
Methodology
This research study used computer simulation to examine conditions that affect how often Belady's anomaly will occur. We focused on four operating system conditions that affect the incidence of Belady's anomaly:
1. Page replacement algorithm.
2. Process size in pages.
3. Reference string length.
4. Number of memory frames allocated to the process.
The primary objective of the study was to provide answers to the following questions:
1. How does the frequency of Belady's anomaly depend on the process size and the reference string length?
2. How many memory frames are typically allocated when an anomaly occurs?
Each of these questions was examined for both the FIFO and Random Page replacement algorithms.
The computer simulations were performed using a program written specifically for this research study. In the simulation runs, the process size ranged from 20 to 100 pages in increments of 20. The length of the reference string varied from 25 to 12800 page references, with each value being twice the preceding value. Two page replacement algorithms were examined, FIFO and Random Page-algorithms where Belady's anomaly is known to occur.
In each simulation run, one page replacement algorithm, one process size, and one reference string length were selected. Then 1000 random reference strings were generated using a uniform random number generator. For each reference string, the number of page faults was computed for each memory allocation from 1 frame up to the process size.
For each algorithm and memory frame level, frames were "pre-filled" before any reference string page faults were counted. Specifically, K memory frames were filled with page numbers K (first out) through 1 (last in). Similarly, K+1 frames were filled with page numbers K+1 (first out) through 1 (last in). These initial allocations insured that the pages in K frames were a subset of the pages in K+1 frames, and that the pages were in the same order in the two queues (with page 1 being the most recent arrival). This initial "pre-fill" method was necessary for FIFO comparisons (although irrelevant for Random Page).
Frequency of Belady's Anomaly
For the FIFO page replacement algorithm, the occurrence rate of Belady's anomaly over the design region of process sizes and reference string lengths is summarized in Table 1 . The body of the table gives the number of reference strings (out of 1000 randomly generated strings) that exhibited Belady's anomaly. Here, a reference string was considered to be anomalous if the page fault count increased (a bump) at least once as the number of allocated frames increased. The number of anomalous strings over the design region in Table 1 ranges from 0 to 586 (58.6%).
The maximum anomalous string count of 586 is for a process size of 100 and a reference string length of 1600. Belady's anomaly may be counter-intuitive, but under these conditions it is not rare or unusual.
Most of the cases having 0 anomalies are when the reference string length is very short or very long. In these FIFO simulations, Belady's anomaly does not occur when the reference string is short because of the way memory frames are pre-filled before the reference string is applied. As long as the page numbers for K frames are a subset of the page numbers for K+1 frames, any page fault for K+1 frames is also a page fault for K frames. Incoming page numbers from the reference string must "flush out" some initial memory pages unevenly (e.g. from K+1 frames but not from K frames) before any pages in the K frames can differ from the pages in K+1 frames.
Individual page faults are less likely for K+1 memory frames than for K frames. Thus, long (random) reference strings decrease the chance that aggregate page fault counts will exhibit Belady's anomaly. This is an instance of a Central Limit Theorem effect (Feller, 1968) .
Reading Table 1 vertically, as the process size becomes larger, the maximum number of anomalous strings increases (often at different reference string lengths). One reason for the increase in maximum anomalous string counts is that larger process sizes have more pairs (K vs. K+1) of memory frames where bumps can appear.
However, for a fixed reference string length, as the process size grows larger, the anomalous string counts eventually decrease. Table 1 shows this decrease only for reference string lengths below 800, since process sizes above 100 are not included in the table. Additional reasons for the increase and decrease in anomalous string frequencies are less obvious and will be explained in a later paper.
In his original paper, Belady (1969) speculated: "Some random selection superimposed on FIFO might avoid the anomaly." Table 2 presents the number of reference strings (out of 1000) that exhibited Belady's anomaly when the Random Page algorithm was used. The design region of process size and reference string lengths is the same as in Table 1 . Again, a reference string is counted as anomalous if it exhibits at least one bump. The number of anomalous strings in Table 2 ranges from 0 to 1000 (100%). The maximum anomalous string count of 1000 appears in 25 of the 50 cells, but never for a process size of 20. The only 0's in Table 2 occur when the process size is small and the reference string is long.
For each process size in Table 2 , as the reference string length increases, the anomalous string count starts near 1000 and gradually decreases. As with FIFO, this is due to a Central Limit effect, which suggests that the number of anomalous strings will approach 0 regardless of the process size. The high number of anomalous strings for relatively short reference strings demonstrates that the Random Page algorithm takes fewer page references to "flush out" the initial "pre-filled" memory frames. Even so, if the reference string is short enough (near 1), the anomalous string count approaches 0 (not shown in the table).
Viewing Table 2 vertically for fixed reference string lengths, as the process size grows larger, the anomalous string counts always increase. These counts often reach the maximum value of 1000 within the design region. Overall, it is apparent that the use of the Random Page replacement algorithm leads to a dramatic increase in the number of reference strings exhibiting Belady's anomaly. Belady's anomaly occurs so often that it is unusual not to observe it.
Multiple Bumps per Reference String
Because the number of anomalous strings was so high for the Random Page algorithm, we decided to count the total number of page fault bumps generated by the 1000 reference strings. Us-ing this approach, when an anomaly bump appears more than once for a reference string (at different frame allocation levels), each bump is included in the total. Table 3 summarizes the number of anomaly bumps for the FIFO algorithm. The maximum bump frequency for each process size (row) is shown in bold. The anomaly bump pattern in Table 3 is similar to the anomalous string pattern in Table 1 , except that some frequencies are higher (due to multiple bumps per string). Anomaly bumps under FIFO appear as often as 869 times in 1000 reference strings. Comparing Table 3 with Table 1 , we see that the 869 bumps occurred in 586 reference strings (for process size 100 and reference string length 1600). The detailed FIFO simulation results for these 1000 reference strings had multiple bumps distributed as follows: For each process size in Table 3 (as in Table 1 ), as the reference string length grows longer, the number of anomaly bumps increases from 0 to a maximum value and then decreases back to 0. Vertically, larger process sizes have bigger maximum bump counts, but for increasingly longer reference strings. In this simulation, process size 20 reached a maximum bump count of 60 when the reference string length was 200, whereas process size 100 required 1600 page references to obtain a maximum bump count of 869.
The pattern for anomaly bump data is easier to visualize when presented graphically. Figure 1 displays the FIFO anomaly bump frequencies from Table 3 as a line graph, where each of the five lines represents a different process size. This graph summarizes the FIFO relationships between process size, reference string length, and anomaly bump counts. Some reference strings exhibit more than one bump. Table 4 presents the anomaly bump counts for the Random Page algorithm. The maximum bump frequency for each process size is again shown in bold. The Random Page bump pattern in Table  4 is similar to the FIFO results in Table 3 , except the Random Page bump counts are much larger, and the maximum frequencies on each row occur for shorter reference strings. In Table 4 , anomaly bumps under the Random Page algorithm occur as often as 32152 times in 1000 reference strings. Comparing Table 4 with Table 2 , we see that in the case of 32152 bumps, all 1000 reference strings had at least one bump. More detailed Random Page simulation results determined that the number of bumps for these 1000 reference strings ranged from a low of 23 to a high of 40, with an average of 32.2 bumps per reference string. When a phenomenon occurs this often, can it be considered to be an anomaly?
For each process size in Table 4 , as the reference string grows longer, the number of anomaly bumps increases to a maximum value and then decreases toward 0. Larger process sizes have bigger maximum bump counts, but require fairly short reference strings. In this simulation, process size 20 had a maximum bump count of 3236 when the reference string length was only 25, whereas process size 100 reached a maximum bump count of 32152 for a reference string length of 100. This again demonstrates that the Random Page algorithm takes fewer page references than FIFO to "flush out" the initial "pre-filled" memory frames.
Figure 2 displays the Random Page anomaly bump counts from Table 4 as a line graph. This graph summarizes the Random Page relationships between process size, reference string length, and anomaly bump frequencies. Figure 2 suggests that the number of anomaly bumps decreases (toward 0) when the reference string is shorter than 25, as well as for long reference strings. 
Frame Allocation and Belady's Anomaly
The second question to be answered in this study concerns the number of memory frames allocated when an anomaly bump occurs. The smallest number of frames that can be allocated is one. The largest practical number of frames to allocate is the process size, which allows the entire process to be stored in memory.
In each simulation run, page fault counts for the entire range of frame allocation levels were obtained. For each anomaly bump, the number of frames allocated when the bump occurred was recorded. The smallest frame allocation in which a bump can appear is 2, since the anomaly occurs only if the current page fault count is higher that the previous one. Table 5 gives the average number of frames allocated for all of the bumps listed in Table 3 . These results are for the FIFO page replacement algorithm. A separate average is shown for each process size and reference string length. The "--" symbol indicates that no bumps occurred, so no average frame level was calculated. The highlighted (bold) values in Table 5 are the average frame allocations in each row where the maximum bump frequencies appear in Table 3 . With FIFO page replacement, the anomalies occur at larger average frame allocation levels as the process size and reference string length increase. Table 6 gives the average number of frames allocated for all of the bumps listed in Table 4 . These results are for the Random Page algorithm. The highlighted (bold) values in Table 6 are the average frame allocations in each row at the point where the maximum bump frequencies occur in Table 4 . The Random Page pattern in Table 6 is similar to the FIFO pattern in Table 5 , in that the average frame allocation level for anomalies is higher for large process sizes and long reference strings. We note again that, compared to FIFO, Random Page maximum bump points occur for smaller frame levels and for shorter reference string lengths.
The upper section of Table 7 summarizes the relationships between process size, reference string length, average 1st frame, and average frame level at conditions where FIFO anomaly bumps are most frequent. As the process sizes moves from 20 to 100 pages, the reference string length increases from 200 to 1600, and the maximum number of bumps grows from 60 to 869. In these cases, the average number of frames allocated using FIFO is around 75% of the process size. In addition to the average frame level for all bumps, this table includes the average 1st bump frame. Here we are concerned with the smallest number of frames for which an anomaly bump appears (especially for strings with multiple bumps). For FIFO, the average 1st bump frame is slightly below the average frame level for all bumps, due primarily to the fact that few reference strings have more than one bump.
The lower section of Table 7 describes the same relationships at conditions where Random Page anomaly bumps are most frequent. For process sizes between 20 and 100 pages, the reference string lengths of 25, 50, and 100 are much shorter than for FIFO. On the other hand, the maximum number of bumps is substantially larger, ranging from 3236 to 32152. In these cases, the average number of frames allocated using Random Page is just over 50% of the process size.
An interesting pattern is manifest for average 1st bump frame in the Random Page section of Table 7. The average 1st frame for anomaly bumps does not increase with process size, but instead remains almost constant at about 6 frames. Thus, for larger process sizes, the average 1st bump frame becomes more distant from the average frame level for all bumps. Under Random Page, many reference strings have multiple bumps, so anomaly bumps occur across a wide range of frame levels. Figure 3 provides a visual summary of most of the data in Table 7 . This figure implies that the relationships between process size and the average frame level variables are approximately linear, but with different slopes. For FIFO, the slope is approximately 0.75 for both the average frame level for all bumps and the average 1st bump frame. For Random Page, on the other hand, the slope is about 0.50 for the average frame level for all bumps, whereas the slope is slightly negative for the average 1st bump frame. 
Summary and Conclusions
In this study we examined four conditions that affect the occurrence of Belady's anomaly: (1) page replacement algorithm (FIFO vs. Random Page), (2) process size, (3) reference string length, and (4) memory frames allocated to the process. Computer simulation was used to determine how often Belady's anomaly occurs and how the anomaly depends on the above conditions.
We found that over the range of process sizes and reference string lengths examined, Belady's anomaly occurred for up to 58.6% of the reference strings under the FIFO algorithm, and up to 100% of the reference strings under the Random Page algorithm. The highest total number of anomaly bumps per 1000 reference strings was 869 for FIFO and 32152 for Random Page.
At maximum anomaly bump conditions, the average memory frame allocation level was proportional to the process size. For FIFO, the average frame allocation was around 75% of the process size. For Random Page, the average frame allocation was just over 50% of the process size.
The overall results indicate that across a broad range of process sizes and reference string lengths, Belady's anomaly occurred so frequently that it no longer seems anomalous. This is especially true for the Random Page algorithm.
Future Research
The primary purpose of this study was to describe how often Belady's anomaly occurs and at what frame allocation levels, given design conditions for process size, reference string length, and page replacement algorithm. The previous sections of this paper provide very little explanation of why the observed patterns occur. We did suggest that larger process sizes have more pairs (K vs. K+1) of frames, that Central Limit Theorem effects may apply for longer reference strings, and that pre-filled frames must be unevenly flushed by new page references before anomalies can appear.
